With the growing appreciation for the role of regulatory differences in evolution, researchers need to reliably quantify expression levels within and among species. However, for non-model organisms genome assemblies and annotations are often not available or have inferior quality, biasing the inference of expression changes to an unknown extent.
Introduction
Gene expression is an accessible phenotype that can help to bridge the gap between evolutionary changes of the genome and more complex phenotypes [e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
Initial genome-wide studies used microarrays to compare closely related species like primates [1, 8, 9] or flies [10] and used genomic information to correct the effect of sequence differences on probe binding [11, 8] or to design species-specific arrays [9, 12] .
While microarrays are still a viable approach [6] , quantifying expression levels among species by RNA-seq is now preferable. It is expected to provide a less biased quantification of transcriptome-wide expression levels than arrays based on one species and more precise. Additionally, it is less costly than arrays based on species-specific probes.
Nevertheless, systematic technical biases can also occur in RNA-seq studies and hence can bias quantification. For example, the mappability of RNA-seq reads depends on the quality of the genome assembly and the quality of its gene annotation [13] . This could matter, as for example the N50 contig sizes of the current Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Orangutan, Marmoset and Macaque genome assemblies are between 5 and 50 × smaller than the N50 of the current human genome assembly and have three times fewer exons annotated (Table 1 ).
An even more difficult part is to define transcriptional units that are comparable across species. Blekhman et al. [14] identified orthologous exons as exons that are present in all three species of that study, i.e. Human, Chimpanzee and Macaque. Going exon by exon rather than attempting to align whole transcripts helped to avoid truncating genes due to bad genome assemblies. In contrast, Brawand et al. [15] opted to find orthologous transcripts. Because transcript annotation is biased due to the use of Human gene models to annotate primate genomes, Brawand et al. [15] used their RNA-seq data to improve the annotation of primate transcripts, before intersecting the transcripts to then only count reads from orthologous parts. This reduction to only common exons or transcript parts also serves as a correction for differing gene lengths between species, however note that this correction is only valid, if reads are evenly sampled across the transcript. Zhu et al. [16] implemented several of the above ideas of identifying and filtering orthologous exons in one pipeline and added an empirical measure of mappability. This approach was used in one of the largest primate transcriptome comparisons to date [17] . Finally, Wunderlich et al. [18] used curated whole genome multiple alignments [19] to convert coordinates of reads mapped to non-human-primate (nh-primate) genomes to Human coordinates and then used the human gene annotation as comparable transcriptional unit.
In summary, efforts so far focused on mapping reads to the genome of each species and counting only reads mapping to a stringently defined set of orthologous exons or genes. What has so far not been investigated is the extend of bias introduced by mapping to different species and to what extend it is possible and even preferable to map to a reference genome from a different species that has a better quality and annotation. Here, we use simulated RNA-seq data from actual primate genomes and in silico genomes, 2/21 that we created by simulating whole genome evolution on a primate phylogeny. The resulting false positive and false negative rates provide recommendations for sequencing and mapping strategies and we can show that mapping RNA-seq reads to one common high quality reference is a viable and sometimes even preferable option for closely related species.
Results

Real and simulated primate genomes
We downloaded the Human, Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Orangutan, Macaque and Marmoset genomes from Ensembl [20] . Their average nucleotide divergences to human are 1.3%, 1.8%, 3,7%, 7% and 12.3%, respectively ( Figure 1 ) and their assembly qualities differ considerably with N50 scaffolds ranging from 0.75 Mbp (orangutan) to 68 Mbp (human) and gene annotations range from 676,000 exons and 43,000 genes (human) to 203,000 exons and 27,000 genes (chimpanzee) ( Table 1) . Another, for our purposes more direct measure of genome quality, is our ability to unambiguously map reads derived from exons.
Assuming that the repeat content and thus the uniqueness of kmers is a priori similar among primates, we expect most differences in mappability to be due to ambiguous characters in the genome.
When assessing the mappability of exonic 50mers allowing for up to two mismatches [21] , we find that 85% of human exons are unique mapping targets, but only 69-85% in the other genomes (Table 1) . Using 100mers improves the mappability by on average ∼11%, but mappability remains variable among genomes to an extend that it may bias the quantification of gene expression (Supplementary Figure S1) .
One possibility to circumvent problems due to genome quality and annotation, would be to map reads of all species within a study to the one species with the best reference genome. If possible such an approach would also be very valuable when species without a genome or transcriptome assembly are to be included in the study. However, sequence divergence between species is bound to interfere with mapping and quantification of RNA-seq reads, and in reality genome quality and divergence will be convoluted. In order to clearly separate those effects, we decided to simulate whole genome evolution to create realistic in silico genomes, using the software evolver [22] . Evolver integrates current knowledge about genome evolution: One can provide rates for various events starting from mutations affecting single nucleotides to large chromosomal rearrangements that can produce duplications of entire genes. The probability of accepting a mutational event is then determined as the inverse of the amount of constraint on the affected sites.
Thus mutations at synonymous sites or within 3'UTRs are more likely to remain than mutations that change amino acids or lead to the loss of an entire exon. While events that would cause the complete loss of a gene are not allowed, all other events can occur.
We used the Human genome -the most complete primate genome with the most comprehensive annotation -as a starting point (root) and simulated six derived genomes, 3/21 corresponding to the primate phylogeny given in Figure 1 . The simulated genomes allow us to track genes throughout the tree, so that we know the orthologs and do not need to infer them, which is a tricky task [23] . Furthermore, the quality of all simulated genomes is identical, allowing us to assess the effect of sequence divergence alone.
Mapping to a diverged genome
First, we evaluated which sequencing strategy would be most useful when mapping to a diverged genome. To generate in silico RNA-seq reads from the simulated and real primate genomes, we used the Flux Simulator [24] . Flux simulator models all steps of common RNA-seq experiments starting from reverse transcription and ending with the integration of sequencing errors to provide realistically simulated RNA-seq reads in fastq format ( Figure S7 ). We based the parameters that we used for the Flux simulator on a full-length cDNA method (Smart-seq2) with 50bp or 100bp long reads from one end (single-end, SE) or both ends (paired-end, PE) of the cDNA fragments. As gene annotation for the real genomes, we used Ensembl to identify 9,257 human genes that have one-to-one orthologues in each of the five primate genomes [25] . For the simulated genomes we used ∼ 15,000 genes that are known orthologues ( Figure 1 ). As a mapper we used STAR [26] which is currently the best mapper to quantify expression levels by RNA-seq [27] .
Evaluating the different sequencing strategies, we find that longer reads improve mapping to the more diverged genomes. Using 100bp instead of 50bp reduces the unmapped fractions by 1.8% and 4% for Macaque and Marmoset,respectively. Surprisingly, the mapping of PE reads did not improve mapping, on the contrary the fraction of unmapped reads increased. Closer inspection of our simulated data showed that mainly reads from genes with exon gain or loss events were affected. Therefore, we loosened the criteria for counting PE reads following an iterative mapping strategy (see Methods) rather than accepting proper read pairs only. This improved the mapping of PE reads ( Figure 2 ). However, compared to SE reads the iteratively mapped PE reads reduced the unmapped fraction by only 0.5% which is not enough to justify the substantially higher sequencing costs. We therefore focus on 100bp SE reads for the remainder of the study.
When mapping reads to the simulated genome from which they were derived (selfmapping), we find as expected that almost all reads (>99%) map back to the correct location, showing that other factors than divergence and gene annotation play negligible roles. When mapping primate reads from simulated genomes to the simulated Human genome (cross-mapping), we find that between 0.4% (chimpanzee) and 23.6% (marmoset) of reads can not be mapped (Figure 2 ). Most of those unmapped reads are likely to exceed the divergence level of 10% which is the maximum that is tolerated by STAR.
For the mapped reads, the vast majority of reads was mapped correctly and only < 2% of all reads map to the wrong location. At the first glance, it may seem surprising that divergence in the simulated genomes has a larger effect on mapping than for the Ensembl genomes, but this can be explained if the one-to-one orthologues of the Emsembl genomes are enriched for more conserved genes. In any case, the fraction of unmapped 4/21 reads notably increases in the two most diverged genomes (Macaque 2.3% and Marmoset 8.4%), while mapping the great ape reads to the human reference results in almost no loss due to divergence (Chimpanzee unmapped faction:0.6%, Gorilla 0.9%, Orangutan 1.4%; Figure 2 ).
Impact of gene-wise divergence on mapping
If the number of reads that is lost due to mapping to a diverged genome was evenly distributed across all genes, this would have little impact on measures of differential expression: The other genome would simply appear to have fewer reads in total and standard normalization procedures would take care of such a discrepancy. Problems will only arise, if due to divergence some genes lost more reads than others, i.e. it is not the total divergence that is of interest, but the variance in divergence -and thus mapping success -across genes.
To this end we use the cross-mapping data from the in silico genomes to estimate divergence (see Methods) and check whether divergence correlates with the correct mapping fraction. Note that estimating divergence from the RNA-seq data itself makes it possible to obtain divergence estimates for species without other available genome or transcriptome sequences. Based on this result, mapping Chimpanzee reads to the human genome is not expected to bias transcript quantification, while there will be an effect for Marmoset and Macaque.
However, it might be possible to use the divergence estimates to correct the read counts obtained by cross-mapping.
Impact of cross-mapping on differential expression analyses
While our analysis shows that cross-mapping quantification of expression levels are likely to be accurate for closely related species, it is unclear how cross-mapping of more diverged species would affect the identification of differentially expressed (DE) genes. To this end we used Flux Simulator [24] to generate 100bp SE RNA-seq reads for orthologous genes from the six in silico genomes, keeping the expression levels fixed across all species. We simulated 6 replicates/species and tabulated the number of significantly differentially expressed genes between each of the five primate RNA-seq datasets to Human, using DESeq2 [28] . Note that since we did not simulate any expression changes, all DE-genes detected are false positives.
Reads were mapped to both, the genome of origin (self-mapping) as well as the in silico Human genome (cross-mapping). To test whether one can correct for lost reads 5/21 due to divergence using the RNA-seq data, we used a log-linear model to predict the number of sampled reads from the number of mapped reads per gene given gene-wise divergence estimates (Gene-wise divergence estimation; see Methods).
The number of false positives using self-mapping is negligible (up to 0.1% Marmoset, ( Figure 4 ). This is not surprising since the simulated genomes have no errors and a precise annotation leading to near perfect mappability. Furthermore, unlike for the real Ensembl genomes there is no doubt about orthology. Thus, all false positives detected with cross-mapping must be due to sequence divergence.
With cross-mapping, the false positive rate (FPR) increases with divergence ( Figure   4 ). While for both Human and Chimpanzee we did not observe any false positives, We identified two reasons, why our divergence correction does not work as well as we hoped. On the one hand, we can only estimate divergence from reads that could be mapped ( Figure 3 ), which leads us to underestimate divergence for highly diverged genes and thus an underestimation of the number of sampled reads. On the other hand, the small fraction of falsely mapped reads will lead to an overestimation of divergence and thus an overestimation of sampled reads (Supplementary Figure S3) . Indeed, especially the false positive genes that also have a high log 2 -fold change, show an enrichment for falsely mapped reads (Supplementary Figure S4) However, even though divergence to the reference genome introduces significant false positives, the effect size of the majority of those changes is small. Most log 2 -fold changes are between 1 and -1, and thus smaller than an absolute 2-fold difference ( Figure 4B ). If we require genes to have a significant absolute log 2 -fold change of at least 1, the FPR for cross-mapping counts reduces to 0.3% in Macaque and to 1% in Marmoset.
In summary, our simulations suggest that mapping to a diverged genome for quantitative expression analysis is clearly a viable option for genomes that are less than 4% diverged. At higher divergences, the FPR increases to more and more substantial levels.
Using a model that corrects for the observed divergence and by filtering for larger effect sizes, the FPR can be reduced, but the increasing number of falsely mapped reads limits the amount of correction possible for more diverged genomes.
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DE-analysis across species for Ensembl-genomes
Next, we wanted to investigate in how far we can generalize our findings to the more realistic scenario, with varying genome and annotation quality. To this end we simulate RNA-seq reads from the 'real' primate genomes as downloaded from Ensembl (Table 1) , otherwise the experimental setup and the DE-analysis were the same as for the in silico genomes and should thus be comparable.
To begin with, the self-mapping FPRs are much higher for the Ensembl than for the in silico genomes (Ensembl: 1.5-2.6% vs. in silico ∼0.1%). Part of this discrepancy might be due to differences in gene lengths that, due to annotation issues, appear exaggerated in the Ensembl genomes. For example, 3'UTRs are consistently shorter in the non-human primates (Table 1 ). In order to correct for these gene length differences,
we only counted reads mapping to orthologous sequences that were annotated in both the Human and the non-human primate [15, e.g.] . This helped to reduce the FPR to ∼1% in all comparisons ( Figure 5 ). When using cross-mapping counts, the FPRs for the great ape genomes are low: With 0.6% (Chimpanzee), 0.7% (Gorilla) and 1% Orangutan, cross-mapping FPRs are even lower than self-mapping counts ( Figure 5 ).
As in the simulated genomes, the FPRs for Macaque (2%) and Marmoset (8.5%)
are much higher than for the great apes. The FPR for Macaque agrees with the level estimated for the in silico genomes, while the FPR from the in silico Marmoset genome (14%) is substantially higher. This suggests that the set of one-to-one orthologs is biased towards conserved genes, and the Marmoset as the most diverged species in the comparison is the limiting factor to find one-to-one orthologs across all species.
Furthermore, the directional bias in the false positives is the most pronounced for the Marmoset, where 3 times more false positives appear to be up-regulated than downregulated in the Human (Supplementary Figures S5 & S6) . Using divergence estimates to correct cross-mapping counts does not reduce the FPR in Macaque, and provides only a slight improvement by 2.2% for Marmoset ( Figure 5 ), suggesting that in practice a simple divergence correction without further mappability assessment will be insufficient.
Finally as for the in silico genomes, the effect sizes of the false positives are also low for the Ensembl genomes and instating a cut-off for absolute log 2 -fold changes of at least 1 reduces the FPR for all cross-species comparisons to ≤ 0.5%.
Within species DE-analysis while mapping to a diverged reference
Although divergence somewhat impairs DE-analysis between species, it is unclear how mapping to a diverged genome would impact DE-analysis within a species. This would allow to conduct DE-analysis for species for which only a genome of a close relative has been assembled. To test such an analysis strategy, we simulate RNA-seq data for each of the six simulated genomes and two conditions for each species. 10% of the genes are simulated to have a 4-fold change between conditions, where equal numbers of genes are up and down regulated ( Figure 6 ). Again we map all reads to the Human does not help to reduce the FDR but only decreases sensitivity ( Figure 6 ).
In the absence of of a good reference genome, mapping to a diverged reference for within species DE-analysis yields good sensitivity and only the FDR for species as diverged as Humans and Marmosets starts to be problematic.
Detecting relative expression changes between species
In many instances, changes in the regulation of a gene are easier to interpret than absolute expression differences [29] . For example, if one gene is up-regulated during development in one species, but not in the other, the first time-point serves as an internal reference that facilitates the detection of this regulatory difference. This makes the inference of an inter-species difference more robust towards technical biases, including systematic species differences.
For differential expression analyses tools based on (generalized) linear models [28, 30] such a regulatory difference would be formulated as the interaction term between species and condition, i.e. the expression change between conditions depends on the identity of the species. In the previous chapter, we described the simulation of two conditions within each species. Note that we simulated no expression changes between species, in other words condition A, as condition B, should have identical expression profiles for both species (Figure 7) . Hence, also the expression changes between conditions occur in both species and thus a significant interaction term species:condition represents a false positive regulatory change.
Again in the comparison between Human and Chimpanzee, there are no false positives, and the FPRs for the other great apes with 0.05% in Gorilla (7 genes) and 0.12% in Orangutan (19 genes) are also very low. Even though Macaque (FPR=0.4%) and Marmoset (FPR=0.6) have higher FPRs than the great apes, they are still low compared to the FPRs for the comparison of absolute expression changes ( Figure 4A ). Furthermore, divergence correction had no impact on the FPR, confirming that a relative model efficiently corrects for species differences that are due to divergence.
Hence, even though FPRs increase with divergence also for relative expression changes, it is much better controlled than for absolute expression changes. Thus keeping an cautious eye on the FPR levels, also comparisons for more distantly related species such 8/21
as Human and Marmoset will yield meaningful results.
Discussion
RNA-seq is a versatile tool that also has many applications in evolution and ecology [31] . However, for many of the organisms of interest, no reference genome exists and even if a reference genome is available, the quality of the genome and its annotation can be highly variable. One simple solution to this problem would be to use an available high quality reference genome from a closely related species. Here, we investigate the biases that come by mapping RNA-seq reads to a diverged genome for three types of biological problems: 1) Finding expression differences between species, 2) Finding expression differences within the non-reference species and 3) Finding relative expression changes between species.
We illustrate our approach using a small primate phylogeny including Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Orangutan, Macaque, Marmoset and Human, with neutral divergence ranging from 1.34 -12.1% ( Figure 1 ). In order to distinguish between problems due to annotation and actual evolutionary differences, we simulate RNA-seq data from both primate Ensemble as well as in silico evoloved genomes and map them to their Human counterpart (cross-mapping). The in silico genomes should only show sequence differences due to 'evolutionary' divergence, but not due to assembly or annotation errors. Furthermore, ortholgous genes in the in silico genomes are known and hence do not show a bias to higher conservation as we saw in the inferred orthologues in the real genomes.
Sequencing of longer reads improves cross-mapping, but due to possible changes in the gene model, like loosing an exon, paired-end sequencing requires a non-standard mapping strategy and also does not improve the correct mapping fraction enough to justify the higher costs. However, irrespective of the mapping strategy, the fraction of reads that can not be mapped increases with divergence ( Figure 2 ).
That being said, a genome-wide reduction in the number of mappable reads does not necessarily introduce bias into expression analyses. Bias is only introduced, if the fraction of correctly mapped reads varies systematically among genes and we can indeed show that there is an inverse relationship between the divergence of a gene and the fraction of correctly mapped reads ( Figure 3) . Thus, using cross-mapping counts, we find that more diverged genes appear to have a lower expression in primates as compared to Humans (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure 2 ). To correct for this effect, we try to regress divergence out of the read count estimates, using gene-wise divergence estimates from the same RNA-seq data. The FPR for these divergence corrected read-counts was roughly half of what it was without divergence correction.
However, especially for the more diverged species (Marmoset and Macaque), some bias towards higher counts in Humans remains. We believe that the reason for the remaining false positives and their directional bias is an underestimation of the true divergence of a gene. Both Marmoset and Macaque have genes with divergence of >10%, which marks a threshold from which on many short read mappers including STAR begin 9/21 to have problems to place reads correctly [26] . Because we cannot map to regions with high divergence, those cannot be included in the divergence estimation, thus making our correction insufficient. Furthermore, bad divergence estimates can also explain some of the additional false positives with much higher counts in primates. This is because mis-mapped reads will inflate our divergence estimates and trigger the regression model to over-correct the read-count (Supplementary Figure S3 & S4) .
Fortunately, false mapping rates are low, so that only few genes will show this rather counter-intuitive pattern. Generally, false positive DE-genes have low log 2 -fold changes, so that imposing a cut-off on the effect size gets rid of the vast majority of false positives, even for cross-mapping of Marmoset reads to Human (Figure 4) .
Most of the results obtained using in silico genomes could also be recapitulated with the Ensembl genomes. The main difference, that we saw was a substantially higher FPRs for self-mapping in the real genomes. This discrepancy is probably due to an exaggeration of the differences in the gene models due to annotation problems. Restricting the regions to only the ones that are also annotated in the primate genome should correct for the resulting gene-length differences ( Figure 5 ). However, this correction assumes that RNA-seq reads are evenly sampled across the entire transcript length, which in practise is rarely the case [32] . Thus, for very closely related species such as Chimpanzee and Gorilla, cross-mapping actually produces fewer false positives than self-mapping. For very closely related species the benefits of a good annotation and genome quality outweigh the problems introduced by sequence divergence. In summary with respect to the first biological problem, we can say that cross-mapping can be used to find between species expression differences, but specificity decreases with divergence to the reference.
The second question that we investigated was in how far cross-mapping can be used to analyze differential expression within the same species. To this end we simulated RNA-seq reads for two conditions that differ in their expression profiles and map the reads to a diverged reference. This strategy yields a high sensitivity of over 97% for all species and only the Marmoset had an FDR slightly above the nominal level, showing that the cross-mapping bias cancels out when contrasting two conditions within the same species.
Following up on this notion, we investigated in how far relative differences between species can be detected using cross-mapping. To this end, we simulated RNA-seq data for two conditions in two species, where the conditions do not differ between the species, i.e. also all regulatory changes between conditions are the same in both species and thus we expect no relative changes (Figure 7) . Even though the FPR for relative expression changes between species increases with species divergence, it is ∼ 10× lower than the FPR for absolute between species changes.
Hence, in the absence of a good genome assembly or annotation cross-mapping to a closely related species is a good alternative to analyze expression differences between conditions within the same species or to detect relative differences between species. As a general rule of thumb, cross-mapping works well as long as the divergence does not exceed the limits of the mapper used. If divergence for all genes remains below 10/21 this threshold, no further corrections are necessary. However, if some genes exceed the divergence that can be safely handled by the mapper, quantitative comparison between species will produce more false positives, which can be dealt with by introducing an effect size cut-off.
Methods Generating in silico Genomes
We used evolver [22] to simulate whole genome sequence evolution. Given an ancestral genome, annotation of gene models, CpG islands, a repeat library and rates for 1) nucleotide and 2) amino acid substitution, 3) indels, 4) tandem repeat expansion and 5)contraction, evolver models sequence evolution of an entire genome. To simulate gene expression of diverged species using RNA-seq we explicitly model the evolution of coding regions, UTRs, start and stop codons as well as splice junctions. All possible types of mutations can affect functional regions, but evolver constrains their number based on a set amount of selection on the affected sites. Hence genes can also be rearranged or duplicated and exons can be gained or lost.
To evaluate the effect of mapping and quantification for diverged species on realistic data, we used human genome (hg19) and gene models (GRCh37.75) as ancestral genome.
Starting with hg19 at root, we generated six in-silico genomes based on the neutral divergence estimates for a primate phylogeny (Paten et al. [19] , Figure 1 ).
We used the hg19 parameter file provided by evolver to set up all rates to model evolution and followed the steps described in the evolver manual to prepare the input for the simulations. First, we replaced all ambiguous bases in hg19 by random bases. Next, we obtained gene models in gff format from the UCSC genome browser [33] and filtered overlapping genes, leaving us with non-overlapping 15,559 genes. Because evolver only goes along one trajectory, we simulated evolution successively for each branch, starting with the root and using default parameters. All simulated genomes are converted to fasta format and the evolved gene-models are output in gff format, which are then used for RNA-seq simulation.
RNA-seq simulation
RNA-seq reads for 6 replicates for all 6 primates were simulated using Flux Simulator [24] from in-silico as well as the Ensembl genomes [34] (Figure 1 ). Reads were generated in single-end and paired-end format with read lengths of 50 and 100 bp each. The error models used in Flux Simulator were built from bulk Smart-seq2 data sequenced on Illumina HiSeq1500 (Supplementary figure S7) . In order to simulate equal numbers of expressed mRNA molecules for each orthologous gene across species, we first simulate 10
Million reads for one sample using the zipf-distribution as implemented in Flux Simulator and then use these read counts as input for all samples.
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In order to simulate RNA-seq reads for two different conditions, we used molecule counts from 12 bulk UHRR samples from previously published dataset [32] to estimate mean and dispersion relation to simulate relasitc expression distributions using powsimR [35] . The two groups differ in 10% of the genes with equal proportions of 4-fold up-and down-regulation. These molecule counts are then used as input for Flux Simulator to simulate RNA-seq reads. In this simulation framework, we there are again no expression difference between species while expression within species differs between conditions.
Mapping and Quantification
The simulated RNA-seq reads were mapped using STAR 2.5.3a [26] in "-twopassMode Basic" mode with default parameters. For paired-end layout, we use an "iterative mapping" strategy. First, the reads were mapped as paired-end and unmapped reads were extracted and mapped again as single-end reads, ignoring the information of their mate. We employed two different mapping strategies: The one being self-mapping where reads from different primates were mapped to their own genomes and gene models. The other being cross-mapping primate reads were mapped to the Human genome using Human gene models. In order to correct for annotated gene length differences in the Ensembl genomes, read counting was restricted only to the orthologous regions annotated in human and non-human primates. The orthologous regions identified using reciprocal liftOver [36] between human and non-human primate genomes.
The mapped reads were assigned to genes using featureCounts from the bioconductor package Rsubread [37] .
Gene-wise Divergence estimation and correction
We estimate divergence of each non-human primate gene to its human ortholouge from reads cross-mapped to human. To begin with we combined the alignments for all the replicates of one species and then followed the GATK best practices [38] for SNP-calling from RNA-seq data to improve alignment quality. BAM files were prepared using "AddOrReplaceReadGroups" and "SplitNCigarReads" and then put through GATK "IndelRealigner" with default parameters. From those BAM files, we then created vcf files including invariant sites "samtools.1.3.1 mpileup -Q 0 -uv". We use a custom R script to estimate gene wise divergence from the above VCF files, wherein we also consider genotype qualities to correct for call-ability.
We then used the divergence estimates to adjust the abundance level of genes for sequence divergence to the reference. To this end, for each gene (i) we fit a linear model to predict the simulated counts from Flux Simulator (y i ) using the observed cross-mapping counts (x i ) and the divergence estimate (d i ) (Equation 1).
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Substitutions are only counted for bi-allelic sites. To obtain divergence estimates, we us Kimuras two parameter model to correct for multiple hits [39] .
Differential Gene Expression
We performed pairwise differential expression analyses of each non-human primate to human from cross mapped counts on simulated data using DESeq2 [28] . We used false discovery correction according to Benjamini Yekutieli [40] and a nominal α = 0.05.
We performed the differential expression analysis for (i) self-mapping counts, (ii) crossmapping counts and (iii) divergence corrected counts (ŷ i Equation 1 ) from simulations based on the in silico and Ensembl genomes.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures S1-S7 and Supplementary table S1 are given in the additional file. Figure 1 . Schematic overview of the study design. Left) We use two sets of genome references in this study 1) evolver genomes: in-silico evolved genome sequence evolution simulation using hg19 as a common ancestor to simulate 6 primate genomes based on the phylogenetic tree in the left panel: we adopted the nameing from Ensembl with Cjac = Marmoset, Mmul = rhesus Macaque, Pabe = Orangutan, Ggor = Gorilla, Ptro = Chimpanzee, Hsap = Human.
2) The table lists assembly and annotation versions of genomes and gene models downloaded from Ensembl. Middle) Based on the in silico and Ensembl genomes, we simulate RNA-seq reads using Flux Simulator to generate RNA-seq reads for orthologous genes across primates. Reads are simulated with 6 replicates and 4 sequencing layouts totalling to 288 RNA-seq datasets. Right) Mapping strategies 1) cross-mapping: primate reads are mapped to the human reference and 2) self-mapping: reads are mapped to each species' reference genome. The schematic here shows the under representation of read counts in a gene with missing annotation in non-human primates. "Actual gene" refers to a biologically present gene in the species and "Annotated gene" refers to available information annotated in a GTF (gene models) file in the databases.
14/21 Figure 4 . False Positive DE genes for different counting strategies for insilico genomes. We simulate 100bp SE RNA-seq reads from in silico evolved genomes. We consider three counting strategies: 1) Reads were either mapped to the genome of origin (self-mapping, orange) 2) reads were mapped to the in silico Human genome (crossmapping, blue) and 3) cross-mapping counts were corrected for divergence estimates (cross-mapping estDiv, green). We used DESeq2 [28] to find DE-genes between Human and the non-human primate (FDR ≤ 0.05). Panel A shows the marginal FPR for GorillaHuman (Ggor), Orangutan-Human (Pabe), Macaque-Human (Mmul) and MarmosetHuman (Cjac) comparisons for all three counting strategies, including the numbers of false positives genes for each comparison. For the Human-Human and ChimpanzeeHuman comparison, no false positives were found. In panel B, we stratify the FPR according to the estimated log 2 -fold change. A positive log 2 -fold change indicates a higher and a negative a lower expression in the Human (reference) as compared to the non-human primate.
16/21 This plot is the same as Figure 5 , except that here we simulate RNA-seq reads from Ensembl genomes (hg38, Ptro2.1, Ggor3.1, Ppyg2, Mmul8.0.1, Cjac3.2 ). Furthermore, here we investigate two counting strategies for the self-mapping reads: 1) self-mapping simply counting all reads that were mapped to orthologous genes (orange) and 2) self-mapping, counting only reads that map to the orthoglous parts of the genes (self-mapping ortholog, yellow). Figure 6 . Within-species DE-analysis mapping to a diverged Genome. We simulate reads for 2 conditions with 10% DE-genes using the in silico genomes and assess the true positive rate (TPR) and the false discovery rate (FDR), for our three counting strategies: self-mapping (yellow), cross-mapping (blue) and divergence corrected cross-mapping (green). A)The upper panel shows simulation and the lower panel estimation schematic. We simulate RNA-seq reads for each nonhuman primate -Human pair for two conditions, whereas 10% of the genes have a 4-fold expression difference between conditions. There should be no differential expression between species. We then used DESeq2 to find DE-genes between conditions in each primate and condition difference between species. B) The barplot shows the false positively inferred relative expression changes between species, i.e. we detect a gene to be DE between conditions in one species but not the other. The colors indicate counting strategies (self-mapping -Orange, cross-mapping -blue and cross-mapping with divergence correction -green).
